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Influenced by depictions in television and cinema from the 1990s and 2000s, the term tulpa started to be used to refer
to a type of willed imaginary friend. Practitioners consider tulpas to be sentient and relatively autonomous.Online
communities dedicated to tulpas spawned on the 4chan and Reddit websites. These communities refer to tulpa
practitioners as "tulpamancers". The communities gained popularity when adult fans of My Little Pony started
discussing tulpas of characters from the My Little Pony television series. The fans attempted to use meditation and
lucid dreaming techniques to create imaginary friends. 1

MS. TIPPETT: When you write about particles, you say, on the one hand, “there is no such thing as a real void,” one
that is completely empty. (..) But what you say — what’s there instead, as you say, is “a world of happenings, not of
things.”

DR. ROVELLI: Yes. A thing is something which remains equal to itself. A thing — a stone is a thing because I can ask
where the stone is tomorrow, while a happening is something that is limited in space and time. I don’t know. A kiss is
not a thing, because I cannot ask, “Where is a kiss tomorrow? Where’s this kiss tomorrow?” I mean, it’s just
happened now.

MS. TIPPETT: I see. OK.

DR. ROVELLI: And I think that we don’t understand the world as made by stones, by things. We understand a world
made by kisses, or things like kisses, happenings. In other words, the elementary quantities or ingredients for
describing the world are not things which remain through time. They are just limited in space and time. And I think
which remain through time are processes that repeat themselves. A stone is just a common flickering of electrons
and things and stuff, which remains together not even forever, of course, because it goes into powder for a long time,
for a while. So, to better understand the world, I think we shouldn’t reduce it to things. We should reduce it to a
happening, and the happenings are always between different systems, always relations. Or always like a kiss, which
is something that happens between two persons.

MS. TIPPETT: So, even for you, a stone is a happening, is seen with a long expanse of time and an understanding of
how it became what it is. It’s a happening, not a thing.

DR. ROVELLI: Yeah. I mean, we live 100 years, but suppose we lived a billion years. A stone would be just a moment
in which some sand gets together and then it disaggregates. So it’s just a momentary getting-together of sand. The
permanence of things is — it’s a matter of — we look at them for a short time with respect to their own
staying-together. 2
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Installation Materials: cast latex, cast tin, sanded grout, tar, wood, ceramic tile, mirror, burnable CDR, and a Sony
altered Disc-man.


